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Topic: AI-driven biomechanical golf swing analysis 

The golf swing is arguably one of the most complex whole-body movements in sports [1]. It requires 

significant physiological effort and precise neuromuscular control to accelerate the clubhead to 

more than 160 km/h in one-fifth of a second [2]. This complexity requires dedicated training and 

coaching feedback in order to improve the swing outcome, which is typically defined by direction 

precision as well as stroke length. The training and feedback component requires precise 

biomechanical information regarding the swing execution. 

The 3D movement pattern of the golf swing can already be recorded with high accuracy. The 

current gold standard is 3D kinematography [3], however, single-view video [4] and inertial 

measurement units [5,6] have also been employed. There is also parallel research at FAU [7] and 

also internationally [8] regarding the use of radar- and other EM-wave-based sensing for movement 

analysis. Still, all these methods have not found wide-spread adoption in human or AI-driven 

coaching practice. Single-view video is partially used for this purpose (e.g. “OnForm: Video Analysis 

App”, “Swing Profile Golf Analyzer”) because it is the method that can most realistically be 

integrated into swing practice. However, there is no apparent product or research that uses the most 

recent developments in marker-free biomechanical motion analysis: for example, pose estimation 

using part affinity fields [9] or based on user-defined body parts based on deep & transfer learning 

[10]. 

The purpose of this thesis is therefore to research whether these recent contributions in AI-driven 

marker-free biomechanical motion analysis based on single-view (or multiple-view) video are 

applicable in golf swing analysis. The work plan of this thesis is to  

- analyze the current literature, app market, and patents regarding (biomechanical) 

measurement and analysis of the golf swing 

- (optionally) conduct expert interviews regarding existing research and applications 

- propose at least 2 possible AI-based biomechanical golf swing analysis approaches based on 

single-view (or multiple-view) video 

- implement one of the proposed approaches 

- propose and conduct a technical validation study with at least 10 participants to investigate 

the accuracy of the implementation. 

The results of this thesis will also be used within a second parallel Master thesis (“AI-driven 

coaching for golf swing improvement”). This thesis will use the biomechanical analysis results to 

drive an AI-based coaching feedback study. The vision of these theses projects is to contribute to 

research and development of, in the long run, an AI-driven feedback training system to improve 

the swing of individual golfers, also including the use of radar- and other EM-wave-based motion 

measurement principles. 

The thesis must contain a detailed description of all developed and used algorithms as well as a 

profound result evaluation and discussion. The implemented code has to be documented and 

provided. An extended research on literature, existing patents and related work in the 

corresponding areas has to be performed. 

 

Advisors: Marlies Nitschke, Thomas Altstidl, Prof. Dr. Anne Koelewijn, Prof. Dr. Bjoern Eskofier (Machine 
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